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I bought a pair of capri pants at C&A last week, in the Ring Center at Schönharrser AtLee, which was the first tirne
l'd engaged with the chain since I started shopping for my own cLothes. lt was me and a bunch of retired Ladies
in there and for a second I had serious doubts about my fashion choices. Later that evening, however, I saw an
influencer on lnstagram wearing a simiLar pair and fett sornewhat reassured. A iiU:le smLlg even at my cute Little
fashion hack, an act of dötournement as trend cycles become so accelerated that out and in is purely a matter of
who's wearing il

I've recently learned that in the right Light, nearly anything can becor.l.le a vintage gem, or that is at Least what the
rise and proliferation of online resale platforms seem to promise, as they overflowwith shrecjs of jersey remerging
as Y2K relics l've bought in and am on the lookout for the perfect pair of kilten heels to match my new pants. The
difference between infinite and nearty infinite may seern boundless in itself, but scrolling through this ccean of
stuff, such a distinction hardl"y matters. A stream of headLess mannequins, performing carefuLly studied poses in
iLL-lit bedrooms, alltrying to seLL me something they no Lonser desire

Hanna Stiegeler's Latest series of screenprints delve deep into the semiotics of online tl-rrifting. By appropriating
photos uploaded by users rnodetling their items, she exposes ubiquitous visual tropes as they trickle down f rom
high-fashion advertising into peopLe's bedrooms. I Linger on one parlicuLar image: shellac nail.s protrude from
a perfectly manicured hand, which rests on a tiLted thigh with such gentLe but assured precision it becomes a
gesture thal demands a response. Another hand disappears behind a hrp that curves upwards, tilttng Lhe torso
inlo a diagonaLthat becornes the midd[e parl in a perfect S curve contrapposto She nrimics the glossy bil.lboard
images nobody can escape, but the messy bedroom in the background breaks the illusion. To acquire an item of
clothing is to ask yourseLf. who do lwant fo be? And of course, the fashion induslry provides a variety of answers,
all rnirages of shiny perfection just a click away lnversely, this imitation of high[.r, stylized composl]re that collides
wlth such blatant realism creates an uncanny dissonance and makes me thrnk that this is definite§, not the kind of
person i want to be. Yet, Stiegeler manages to tease out lhe accidental beauty in the randomness of the snapshols,
where intention and effect so drastically diverge.

Throughourt both her inrages and those she appropriates, a game of hide and seek pLays out During the printing
process, Stiegeler obscures the source material in a way that enhances the artbtguily of what is shown and what
disappears. Drawing attention tc the negative space a Lrody leaves behind. the anonymous figures become ethereal
apparitions. The bodythat hides behind the flash is no more than a silhouette There's the ubiqLtitous mirror selfie,
the box frame of the webcam that resembles a zoom caLL or a round of Chatroulefte. Some of these images
could have just as well been extracted from shadier parts of the internet, where the game of veil and reveal is not
prinrariLy about the clothes. Scarcity creates value, distance makes the heart grow fonder. Eros, bittersweet. The
nrarketplace is governed by libidinal forces, but there is nothing LibidinaL about these images.

I thought it might be refreshing to rnc_lulge in such an insipid pocket r_rf the web, yet somehow I find rnyse[f yearning
for the deLusion, the brief rnorrent of aspiration when iwait for the DHL person lo ring my beLl and hand me the
package that wi[[ sort out my Iife So I Log off, thinking maybe I don't need rnateria[ goods to [ive a fulfiLled tife,
maybe that's not where nry happiness truly Lies Maybe I should get a facial instearj,
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